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Before we get started. . .

I Slides are here:
http://kimjruhl.com/undergraduate-workshops

I Me: Prof. Kim Ruhl

I School: Madison East, B.S. Bowling Green (OH), Ph.D. U. Minnesota
I Studied computer science, economics

I Work: Minneapolis Fed; U. Texas; NYU Stern; Penn State

I Research: International finance and macro, trade, multinationals
I Data + computational models
I If you are curious: kimjruhl.com/research

I Not work: Fishing, hiking, robots, computers
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Roadmap

1. Research process

2. Data

3. Example: Does the yield curve forecast recessions?
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The research process

I In a perfect world. . .

1. Question

2. Analysis (data & models)

3. Answer & ideas for further research

I In the real world. . .

I Bounce back and forth between questions and analysis

I Learn unexpected things along the way

I Requires patience and a sense of humor

I Don’t get discouraged
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1. Research questions

I Where do research questions come from? Everywhere.

I Reading/watching news, research reports, blogs, classes
I How do candidate X’s poll numbers depend on where they have

campaigned?
I How does student debt affect different types of students?
I Why is the demand for SUVs so large? Does it depend on oil

prices?

I Observation (being alive + being curious)
I Madison airport is growing. How much of that is due to Epic?
I How does bike commuting vary with weather?
I How are prices set at Badger Market? Are they optimal?

I Many of these are about 1) measurement 2) optimality
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1. Research questions

I Keep a research journal

I Find an interesting question? Jot it down.
I It doesn’t matter how small the question is.
I It doesn’t matter how crazy the idea is.
I It doesn’t matter if you can’t answer it.
I It doesn’t matter if you don’t have data about it.

I Revisit your journal occasionally, things change
I You learn new skills, find new data, have follow up thoughts

I Also a source of topics for class papers. . .
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2. Analysis

I Approaches
I Theoretical models
I Empirical analysis
I Mixture of theory and data

I No one-size-fits-all solution

I Let’s focus on empirical analysis today. . .
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Data

I There is a lot of it — that’s a good thing

I It can be hard to access and hard to understand
I Require upfront costs of learning the specifics of a dataset
I Knowing some programming (I like python) often helps

I Some resources
I http://toolbox.google.com/datasetsearch

I http://kimjruhl.com/data-analytics-resources

I See an interesting fact in an article/blog, ask: “What data was used?”

I Let’s take a look at one of my favorite data providers: FRED
I http://fred.stlouisfed.org

I Particularly good for: “macro” data
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St. Louis FRB FRED database

I Aggregates data from different sources

I Good search facility (or browse by categories, tags)

I Some graphing capability, but we can do more in Excel/python/R. . .
I Download button in upper right-hand corner
I Possible to create sets of data to download
I Use the API

I Data are coded: Easy to retrieve data with code
I Find series “GS10” (10 year treasury bond rate)
I Change the frequency to quarterly (edit graph button)
I Download the data
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Research mini-project

I Let’s try all this out. . .

I Question
I Do inverted yield curves forecast recessions?

I Data
I Term spread = 10-year rate - 1-year rate
I GDP growth
I Plot them, look at GDP growth after term spread is negative

I Answer: What do you see?
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Analysis

I Work with someone text to you. . .

1. Download the data (important: make sure data is quarterly)
I 10-year treasury rate (FRED code: GS10)
I 1-year treasury rate (FRED code: GS1)
I Real GDP (FRED code: GDPC1)

2. Put all the data in an Excel sheet
I Be sure to line up the dates!

3. Compute the term spread = GS10-GS1

4. Compute the GDP growth rate = (yt/yt−1 − 1)× 100

5. Plot term spread and GDP growth rate on the same plot

6. What happens to GDP growth after the term spread is negative?
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3. Answer and future research

I GDP growth is often (but not always) negative shortly after the term
spread is negative. A negative term spread is a (noisy) signal that a
recession may be coming.

I Next steps
I Formal analysis using ols or logit model
I Is this true in other countries?
I Does it matter how we measure the term spread?

30-year? 2-year? 3-month?

I Did any new questions come up?
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Wrap up

I Research is: Question/Analysis/Answer

I Become a “question machine” (and write your ideas down)

I Be on the lookout for data

I Continue to expand your toolkit
I Econ tools classes: econometrics, machine learning, data

analysis, forecasting
I Learn to program, in a class or on your own
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